// CASE STUDY

Wildeck, Inc.
A manufacturer of protective guarding products

// CHALLENGE
Wildeck needed to grow online sales for their recently-released lower cost, economy guardrail. The product
team was under pressure to lower costs, but they were not convinced that it was the best way to increase
sales. Before developing a strategy, they needed to better understand how customers made the decision to
purchase guardrail online.

// SOLUTION
Wildeck partnered with Vennli, whose software and services improve business decisions by making it easy
to understand how customers make choices. Using the integrated survey platform, Wildeck easily gathered
real-time insights about what’s most important to customers and how they choose between competitors.
Intuitive data visualization quickly lead to decisions aligned with customer needs.
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// KEY INSIGHTS TO DRIVE BETTER DECISIONS
After engaging with Vennli and listening to their current and prospective customers, Wildeck learned three key insights:
1. The most important factor to customers when deciding to purchase guardrail online was the inclusion of all necessary
hardware in the purchase price.
2. The ease of navigating around the website was highly important but none of the guardrail providers were seen as
adequately meeting this need.
3. Low price was not one of the top five factors impacting the customers’ purchase decision.

Wildeck’s Points
of Low Value
These may be things to STOP
doing, thereby freeing up
resources for more important
things.

Low Value in Common
Let competitors focus their
efforts here. Wildeck knows
there are more important
things to tackle.

Wildeck’s Competitive Advantage
This is why customers choose Wildeck. Strategies should
aim to build and defend this area.

Unmet Customer Needs
These are opportunities for
innovation and improvement.
Grab new avenues for growth
before the competitor.

Points of Parity
WILDECK

CUSTOMER

While Wildeck must at least
maintain performance on these
factors, there may also be
opportunities to differentiate by
improving their performance.

Competitor’s Points
of Low Value

Competitor’s
Competitive Advantage

There may be opportunities to
leverage and exploit value the
competitor thinks is important
but isn’t.

This is why customers choose
the competitor. Take actions
to neutralize the power of
these factors.

COMPETITOR

Armed with these insights, Wildeck was able to confidently develop a plan to address their business challenge. They
were able to demonstrate to executives with customer data that price was not the most important driver of sales and
therefore lowering price was not the best solution.This gave them the leadership buy-in to develop a strategy that would
differentiate themselves on factors that were more important to their customers.

// RESULTS
The team decided to continue including all hardware in the price of their guardrail and expand the offering of
this feature to other product lines as well. Additionally, Wildeck redesigned their website to make it easier for
customers to obtain price quotes and complete their purchases.
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